Clement Lee, MD WTC Melbourne,
Mr Liao Xiaoqi, Chairman China World Trade
Center, Gavin Boyd, COO WTC Melbourne
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From left: Gavin Boyd, COO, WTC Melbourne, Ms Diana Liang Xiaodan, Director
of China World Apartments Division, Clement Lee, MD WTC Melbourne,
Liao Xiaoqi, Chairman China World Trade Center, Ms Deng Xiaobing, Senior
Consultant to China World Property & Hotel Management, Wei Kai, Kevin Lee,
Director WTC Melbourne, Philip Hill, Director Group Strategy WTC Melbourne

Mr Liao Xiaoqi,

Chairman of the China World Trade Center
O
On Monday, 28th May, 2012, a high-level
delegation from China headed by Mr Liao Xiaoqi,
Chairman of the prestigious China World Trade
Center (CWTC) paid a visit to its counter part in
Melbourne. Mr Liao was warmly welcomed by
the Managing Director of WTC Melbourne,
Mr Clement Lee.
2012 5 28
(CWTC)
(WTC)
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The meeting and tour of the WTC Melbourne
facilities took place on a clear Melbourne
morning and included a highly pleasant river
boat cruise along the scenic Yarra River.

The significance of the delegation visit is underscored
by the sheer size of the CWTC project the delegation
represents based in Beijing. Covering an area of 17
hectares and a total gross floor area of 1.1million
square metres, its flagship structure, the China World
Tower is a staggering 330 metres tall which is the tallest
building in Beijing. This compares with Melbourne’s
tallest building, the Eureka Tower at 292 metres. Other
statistics are also impressive. There are 3,000 carparks,
1,591 hotel rooms and a 100,000 square metre
shopping mall. CWTC is jointly owned by China Shi
Mao Investment Co Ltd and Kerry Industrial Co Ltd
(a subsidiary of the Kuok Group). Needless to say,
CWTC is one of the largest commercial mixed use
developments in the world.

Jenny Wang of WTC Melbourne,
COO WTC Melbourne Gavin Boyd,
Mr Liao Xiaoqi, Chairman China World Trade Center
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The existence of a World Trade Center in a city sends a very
clear message to the rest of the world that this city is open for
business and the world is welcome to come here, to meet with
and forge partnerships for cooperation with local businesses.
The presence of a World Trade Center also conveys to local
businesses the importance of a regional resource as they
compete for overseas business.
Source of quote: WTCA website

T

he Chairman of CWTC, Mr Liao Xiaoqi enjoys
an illustrious career; Senior Officer of the Policy
Research Office of the State Construction Committee,
Director of the Policy and System Department of the
Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Co-operation
and was later named as Ministry of Commerce of the
People's Republic of China. He also served as Commercial
Counselor of the Embassy of the People's Republic of
China in the Republic of Lithuania, Deputy Director
of the State Science Technology and Education Leading
Group, Vice Minister of the Ministry of Commerce
of People's Republic of China. In addition, he was a
committee member of the Chinese People's Political
Consultative Conference.

Mr Liao Xiaoqi and and Mr Clement Lee discussing the enormous scale of the China World
Trade Center

Philip Hill WTC Melbourne Director Group Strategy with Chairman Liao

WTCA

China Delegation with Chairman Liao, viewing the WTC precinct on the Western Gateway to the city aboard the 1986 Royal Barge, Elizabeth Anne
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Innovative Refurbishment Program

DELEGATION ATTENDEES

WTC Melbourne is a dramatic backdrop to the Yarra River

WTC Wharf redevelopment along North Wharf is a
complete commercial, rebranding, retail and public space
development which comprises leasable spaces with views

Property & Hotel Management

and access to a valuable riverfront location. Where once

1939

Apartments Division, China World Trade Center

there was only service areas, car parking and ancillary
spaces turning their back to the water and compromising
the potential of all the WTC’s interiors to make use

China World Trade Center

of its premier location, there now exists connections,
World Trade Center

(WTC)
(WTCA)

Hotel Management

promenades and riverfront tenancies.
Confronting several challenges, the design of WTC Wharf
went through many versions and variations in an effort to

Republic of China in Melbourne

create impact and revitalise this waterfront location with
a feasible and effective design. An eye catching dynamic
graphic scheme completely transforms the whole precinct.
The new façade and alterations to the existing one

WTC MELBOURNE REPRESENTATIVES

dramatically alters the character of the building from every

North Wharf

vantage point but is especially effective viewed from the
Spencer Street bridge over the Yarra.

the tenants and owners of the development but also links
all the activities fronting the Yarra in this location and this in
turn spurns tourist potential to this part of the city. Similarly

W

hat is less known to the general public is the
linkages between many of the world trade
centres around the world. The first ‘world trade
center’ was built in New York in 1939 as part of
the 1939 World Fair in Queens. Other world trade
centers soon flourished around the general concept
of a common place to do international business,
exchange ideas, host events and meetings and have
a public open space for community gatherings. The
term WTC is used under license approved by the
World Trade Center Association based in New York.
Building complexes branded as ‘world trade centres’
around the world are, by their nature, landmarks
for the geographic region they reside. The branding
signifies a clear purpose statement. They are typically
located in prime commercial locations and attract
premium tenant profiles.

from a social viewpoint the redevelopment has now created

Liao Xiaoqi)

a well-used and usable civic space, activated by 24hour
Spencer Street

Deng Xiaobing)

environment it once was.
Diana Liang Xiaodan)
)

Li Wenying)

The precinct now encourages pedestrian and cycling activities
which are of value environmentally as well as socially.
By introducing retail frontage onto the river with alfresco
dining and outdoor seating areas, the design has increased

)

public activities and provided an interface between the
public river promenade and the building to promote

)

entertainment, outdoor dining and retention of pedestrians
)

in the area.

(WTC)

Australia awards 2012 for best Mixed use Development,
Clement Lee

Excellence in Australia, together with noted projects of –

WTC
Philip Hill

Gungalin Town Centre )

The Gungalin Town Centre ACT, Kingston Foreshore ACT
and The Charles Redevlopment in Tasmania, competing for
the honour of the Award for Best Mixed Use Development

Kingston Foreshore)
The Charles

in Australia at the Innovation and Excellence Awards.
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From left to right: Mr Gavin Boyd, Mr Clement Lee, The Hon. Ted Bailllieu

WTC Wharf – Melbourne’s Meeting Place
The World Trade Centre Melbourne is a progressive
redevelopment and refurbishment of the former World
Trade Centre complex. It is one of Melbourne's largest
integrated waterfront office complexes, strategically
located on the banks of the Yarra River.
WTC Wharf was officially declared open in a spectacular
Grand Opening celebration on Wednesday October
19th, 2011.
In a glamorous red carpet affair, guests included Ted
Ruby Rose in an indulgent gourmet journey featuring a
delicious grazing menu designed by WTC restaurants,
Byblos, The Wharf Hotel, River’s Edge Events and Kobe
Jones Riverside Teppanyaki.
The complex forms part of the larger North Bank

proposed redevelopment of the Former Goods Shed 5
and at the centre, and positioned directly opposite the
new Melbourne Convention Exhibition Centre, is the
World Trade Centre which is the gateway to Melbourne's
Central Business District.
New road networks and air bridges link the World Trade
Centre with the nearby Docklands. Formally known
as Melbourne's old waterfront, Docklands is now well
advanced as a major commercial, high technology and
residential waterfront precinct, all within walking distance.

2011

10

9

Docklands

Docklands

The Southern Cross station major development, Etihad
Stadium, and surrounding development activity are all
coming alive in this precinct.

Etihad
150

Recently relaunched as the new WTC World Trade
Centre, the complex occupies over 150 metres of
waterfront, over 70,000sq.m. of office space, and is
home to Thales Australia and Thales Land groups,
Office, Australian Energy Market Operator and other
major corporations.

Thales
(AEMO)

(

www.wtcmelbourne.com.au)

(direct source: www.wtcmelbourne.com.au)
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